Math Kits—Blue
(* = blue bins)

Basic math—
Number Puzzles*
Centimeter Cubes*
Cuisenaire Rods Set #1*
Cuisenaire Rods Set #2—cab. 2/4
Base Ten Set #1*
Base Ten Set #2—cab. 2/4
Sea Animal Counters*
Attribute Apples*
Number Tiles
Learning Wrap-Ups*
  Adding
  Subtracting
  Multiplying
  Dividing
Place Value Equivalency Puzzles—cab. 2/3
Operations Equivalency Puzzles—cab. 2/6
Attribute Blocks Kit*
MathLink Cubes Set #1*
MathLink Cubes Set #2—cab. 2/4
Factor Triangles*
Penguins on Ice—cab. 2/6
Three Bears Counters*

Geometry—
Magna-Tiles*
Primary Shapes Templates*
Pattern Blocks*
PolyConstructo Pyramids Set*
Volume Kit*
Area and Perimeter Kit*
Geometric Solids Kit*
AngLegs*
Geometry Building Set*
Geoboards Set #1*
Geoboards Set #2—cab. 2/4
Tangrams*
3-D Fraction Shapes*
Advanced Geometric Shapes*
Pythagorean Theorem Tiles*
Measuring Angles Kit
Folding GeoShapes Set—cab. 2/3

Money & Time—
Money Equivalency Puzzles—cab. 2/3
Time Equivalency Puzzles
Money Kit—on top of math cubbies
Time Kit—cab. 2/3
Money Equivalency Learning Center—cab. 2/6

Algebra—
Algebra Tiles Kit—cab.2/5
Equations Tiles*
Versa Tiles Algebra Readiness & Algebra 1
  (answer cases—3 large 2 mini)—
  Activity books are cataloged

Fractions—
Building Fractions, Decimals & Percents*
Fractions Equivalency Puzzles—cab. 2/3
Learning Wrap-Ups (*--in bin with others)
  Fractions
Rainbow Fraction tiles*

Games—
Smath—addition, subtraction, multiplication,
  Division
Decimal-Fraction dominoes
Improper Fraction dominoes
Addition Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Corner Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Fraction Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Multiplication Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Clock Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Money Games (RightStart Mathematics)
Language Arts Kits--Red
(* = red bins)

Language Arts Flash Cards*
Alphabet Stamps*
Magnetic Story board*
Wooden Letter Tiles*
Writing Prompt Cubes*
Sight Word Kit*

Reading Rods—Prefixes, Suffixes & root Words Kit*
Reading Rods—Phonics Word-Building Kit*
Reading Rods—Alphabet & Phonemic Awareness Kit*
Reading Rods—Simple Sentences Kit*
Reading Rods—Making Words Kit*
Reading Rods—Initial Consonants & Word Families Kit*
Reading Rods—Sentence Construction Kit*
Reading Rods—Vocabulary Kit*
Reading Rods—Short Vowel Word Families Kit*
Cursive Alphabet & Phonograms Kit*
Reading guides*
Letter Construction Kit*
Rhyming Puzzles*

Hear Myself Sound Phones—cab. 2/3
“Advanced Tray” phonics tiles—top of red cubbie unit

Prewriting Motor Skills Set—cab. 2/5

**Game**
Classwords vocabulary game (6th grade)—cab. 2
Science Kits—Green
(* = green bins)

General—
Periodic Table Kit
“Science Vocabulary in a Flash” cards—cab. 1/4
Science Sort Activity Set—cab. 1/4
Basic Molecular Model Set
(organic/inorganic)—
   cab. 1/2

Biology—
Mammals Specimen Center*
Sea Life Specimen Center*
Reptiles Specimen Center*
Insects Specimen Center*
Birds Specimen Center*
Insect Discovery Kit*
Frog—4-D Vision Anatomy Model—cab. 3/4
Cow—4-D Vision Anatomy Model—cab. 3/4
Horse—4-D Vision Anatomy Model—cab. 3/4
Snail—4-D Vision Anatomy Model—cab. 3/4
Animal Cell—4-D Vision Model—cab. 3/4
Head, Brain & Heart Models*
Eye and Ear Models*
Human Tooth Model*
DNA Molecular Model Kit—cab. 1/2
Magnetic Human Body*
Organ Apron—cab. 3/4
Anatomy Model—cab. 3 top
Animal X-rays—cab. 3/4
Human X-rays—cab. 3/4
Human Skull Model—cab. 3/4
Brain/Skull Model Kit—cab. 3/4
Chick Life Cycle—cab. 3/4
Omnivore Tracks & Scat*
Bird Tracks & Scat*
Hooved Animal Tracks & Scat*
Herbivore Tracks & Scat*
Carnivore Tracks*
Carnivore Scat*
Ocean in a Box*
Animal & Insect Life Cycles*

Botany—
Plant Life Cycle*
Flower Identification Kit*
Plant and Animal Cells*
Plant Cell—4-D Vision Model—cab. 3/4
Tree and Leaf Kit*

Electronics—
Snap Circuits 300 Set—cab. 1/3
LittleBits Premium Kit—cab. 1/5
LittleBits Space Kit—cab. 1/5

Earth Science/Geology—
North American Rock Collection—cab. 2/2
Mineral Collection—cab. 2/2
Fossil Collection—cab. 2/2
Know Your Minerals Study Kit—cab. 2/2
Know Your Rocks Study Kit—cab. 2/2
Fluorescent Mineral Set (Shortwave & Longwave)—cab. 2/2
Mineral Test Kit—cab. 2/2
Earth Model*

Physics—
Friction Board kit—cab. 1/2
Static Electricity Study Kit—cab. 1/3
Optic Bench Kit—cab. 1/2
Physics Introduction Kit—cab. 1 on top
Inclined Plane and Friction Kit—cab. 1/6
Sound Measurement Kit—cab. 1/4
Momentum & Kinetic Energy Kit—cab. 1/2
Magnet Discovery Centers—cab. 1/3
My First Magnet Kit*
Magnet Activity Lab
Sound Demonstration Kit—cab. 1 on top
Density Measurement Kit—cab. 1/2
Spectroscope Chemiluminescent Kit—cab. 1/4
Properties of Light Kit—cab. 1/3
Energy Conversion Kit—cab. 1/5
Simple Machines Kit—cab. 1/4
Motion Discovery Tubes—cab. 2/3
Electricity Investigation Kit—cab. 2/3
Electromagnet Kit—cab. 1/2
Physics (cont’d)—
Color Kit*
Liquid Discovery Tubes*
Wooden Kaleidoscopes—cab. 1/4
Turn & Learn Magnetic Gears*
Density Measurement Kit—cab. 1/2
Wind Tunnel—cab. 2

Games—
The Pollination Game—cab. 2
Krill—cab. 2
Into the forest—cab. 2
My Plate Healthy Helpings Game—cab. 1
Foreign Language, Music, & Art Kits
(* = red bins; * = orange bins; * = purple bins)

Spanish—
“Spanish in a Flash” cards (sets 1, 2, 3)*
Reading Rods—Spanish Letters and Pictures*

Spanish Games—
Spanish in a Flash Bingo set 1—cab. 2
Spanish in a Flash Bingo set 2—cab. 2
Spanish in a Flash Bingo set 3—cab. 2

Braille—
Braille Alphabet & Number Tiles*

Sign Language—
Hand sign Alphabet & Number Tiles*
Basic Signing Vocabulary Cards*

Music—
Music Boxes (5)*
Musical Instruments Kit*

Art—
Native American & Western Art*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 1*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 2*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 3*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 4*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 5*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 6 & 7*
Child-Size Masterpieces Step 8*
Social Studies Kits--yellow
(* = yellow bins)

Biographies—Presidents*
Biographies—Explorers*
Biographies—Early Americans*
Aquatic Animals*
Farm Animals*
Meat-eating Dinosaurs*
Plant-eating Dinosaurs*
Symbols of the United States*
Ancient Egypt*
Ancient Rome*
Holidays & Festivals Resource Box--shelves
Landforms & Mapping Resource Box--shelves
Native Americans Resource Box--shelves
United States Resource Box--shelves
People Long Ago Resource Box--shelves
American Revolution Resource Box--shelves
Explorer’s Resource box--shelves
Westward Movement Resource Box--shelves
United States Government Resource Box--shelves
U.S. States & Regions Resource Box--shelves
Continent of Europe Kit--shelves
Continent of Asia Kit--shelves
Continent of North America Kit--shelves
Continent of South America Kit--shelves
Continent of Australia Kit--shelves
Continent of Antarctica Kit--shelves
Continent of Africa Kit--shelves
Map My Town Learning Center—shelves